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Total Transit CEO Receives Entrepreneur of the Year Award From Alma Mater
University of Arkansas honors Craig Hughes for ‘business leadership and accomplishments’
PHOENIX (April 17, 2013)—The Sam M. Walton College of Business at the University of
Arkansas will honor alumnus Craig Hughes, CEO of Total Transit, on Thursday, April 18, with its
Entrepreneur of the Year award.
Hughes is one of three Walton alumni to be honored at Thursday’s awards banquet, which will
also recognize recipients of the business school’s Outstanding Service Award and Lifetime
Achievement Award.
“To say I’m proud and humbled to receive an entrepreneurial award from my alma mater—
where I learned everything about running a successful business—is an understatement,”
Hughes said. “I am a proud Razorback and owe a lot of my success as a businessman to the
University of Arkansas.”
Hughes and his wife Christine founded Total Transit in 1984 with a small fleet of 15 cars. Today,
Total Transit boasts the busiest taxi dispatch center in the country with more than 11,000 calls
dispatched each day and the largest hybrid cab fleet in North America.
About Total Transit
Total Transit, Inc., a privately owned Arizona based corporation, was founded in 1984, and
offers comprehensive transportation management, private and public transportation services.
Headquartered in the Phoenix suburb of Glendale, Arizona, Total Transit has grown into one of
the premier transportation companies in the country, with operations throughout Arizona and in
several other states. For the last 29 years, Total Transit has delivered outstanding service levels
and has developed innovative and unique transportation solutions, such as mobility/wheelchairaccommodating and eco-friendly transportation for its clientele.
Total Transit is also locally known in Arizona as the parent company of Discount Cab, one of the
largest cab companies in the Southwest, operating a fleet of over 800 cabs, including the largest
fleet of hybrid Toyota Prius cabs in North America. In fact, over 85% of the Discount Cab fleet
is made up of these highly fuel-efficient hybrids.
For more information on Total Transit, visit www.TotalTransit.com.
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